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***** Print on Demand *****. After a failed rebellion, a prince flees his homeland. But his thirst to rule
does not cease, and soon, all dark forces across the Seven Plains recognize and follow his
command. Realizing the dangers this prince s power poses, the wizard Telezzar visits an old friend
for guidance and is thrown into an unlikely situation with four unlikely companions: an elf paladin,
a dwarf ranger, a malobathron giant prince, and a leprechaun fisherman. Between meeting Odie
the Gneiss, a rock-like creature, and battling spidermites, Telezzar requests his new friends
assistance in defeating the dark prince by finding and reforging the seven shattered electrum
swords. The companions run into a wide range of characters and challenges during their mission.
Will the motley crew be able to find the electrum and defeat the evil prince? Join the companions in
their thrilling quest through a world unlike any other you ve encountered.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel

It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not di icult to understand. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta lia  Cor m ier-- Ta lia  Cor m ier
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